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DITBODOCTIOB

The survey was conducted by Thomas V. Laskowske and Kare
Str~e September 27 October 9, 1984 with the intention of
complementing earlier UNHAS-SIL surveys in the area, i.e. the
initial survey carried out by Charles E. Grimes and Francis B.
Dawson in January 1983 and the following survey by Timothy Friberg
and Eui Jung Kim in December 1983, thus bringing the general
survey of the whole area to completion. The survey conducted by
Grimes and Dawson gave an initial general overview of the language
situation in this area, often refer~ed to as pitu Ulunna Sa1u
(PUS), based on word1ists taken in the village of Mambi only.
Friberg and Kim carried out a more detailed survey of the northern
part of PUS, seeking to verify the conclusions made by Grimes and
Grimes in Languages of South Sulawesi (to appear).

In his pitu U1unna Salu survey report of kabupaten Polewali
Mamas a , Northern Section; Friberg basically agrees with the
conclusions of Grimes and Grimes for this northern part, although
he seriously questions the Grimeses in taking Aralle-Tabulahan and
Bambang as dialects of one language instead of two separate
languages. Friberg also expresses several opinions about the
language situation in the central and southern parts of the PUS
area, but these are only based on second-hand information.

Our immediate purpose for this survey, therefore, was to
investigate the linguistic situation in central and southern PUS,
expanding on the work of Grimes and Dawson and, together with the
findings of Friberg and Kim, to establish more exactly the dialect
boundaries in the PUS area. In doing so we visited kelurahan
Mambi and desas Rantebu1ahan and Mehalaan in kecamatan Mambi as
well as neighboring desa Sindagamanik in kecamatan Mamasa and
Sumarorong village to the east and desas Tapango and Bulo in
kecamatan Wonomulyo to the south. (Kecamatan (subdistrict), the
administrative unit between kabupaten (district) and desa (a
smaller administrative area made up of several villages). The
term kelurahan, which corresponds to desa, is used for more
central/prestigious areas.) Through processing the 14 wordlists
and 10 sociolinguistic questionnaires that were obtained, all
except Rantepa1ado, Matangnga, and Bu10 in the respective
villages, the objectives for the survey were met.

TIlE TBJD( "PlTU lJLDllIRA SAW"

The term IIpituUlunna Salu" literally means "seven river
head". According to historical information available about the
area, "Pitu" (seven) refers to seven members of a former
sociopolitical federation, while "U1unna Salu" (river head)
designates the area of this federation, i.e. the area around the
upper part of the Mapili river. The federation, which was formed
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in the distant past and stayed more or less intact until the Dutch
took over the administration of the area, consisted of the
following seven areas: Tabulahan, Ara11e, Mambi, Bambang,
Rantebulahan, Matangnga, and Tabang. Except for Tabang (northeast
of Mamasa) all of these areas are within the area covered by the
different PUS surveys, and except for Tabang and Matangnga all of
them are within kecamatan Mambi.

The people in this area, however, never seem to have referred
to themselves as the PUS people but always as "To" + name of
village (e.g. "To Aralle"), which is still the case. Moreover,
nobody seems to refer to his language as the PUS language. To
name their language they either use "Bahasa" + name of village or
a local term. This was probably also the case in former times.
According to our findings the parts within this area that are most
remote from each other (disregarding Tabang, for which we have no
information), relate to each other linguistically at a cognate
level of only about 70%. This relatively high difference probably
explains why the people prefer to name their language according to
their village rather than using a common language name for the
whole area.

Nevertheless, many linguists, including Esser, Salzner, and
Grimes and Grimes, have found the linguistic unity of the area
sufficient to speak of one language, for which they have used the
name of the former sociopolitical federation, Pitu Ulunna Salu.
(It should be noted that Grimes and Grimes also have included
within the PUS language two dialects, Tapango and U1unda, that are
not spoken within the limits of the former PUS federation.
Interestingly, we have found that these dialects do not belong to
the languages spoken within the area of this federation.) As Pitu
Ulunna Salu is already a commonly accepted label in linguistic
circles, and in the absence of better alternatives, we will
continue to use this label for the largest language of the area.
Because we have also suggested another language within thiR area,
Ara1le-Tabulahan, it should be noted, however, that our use of PUS
as a language name is not identical with that found in previous
descriptions of the area. Our use of PUS as a label for a
subfamily of languages is also new. The area covered by this
subfamily is somewhat larger than the area of the former PUS
federation.

SDKYKt ITIlIER.AB.Y

Sept. 27: We left Ujung Pandang on motorcycles in the
afternoon and drove to Pare-Pare, where we spent the night.

Sept. 28: We drove to Po1ewali early in the morning.
Reporting at the bupati's office (office of the highest
administrative officer at the kabupaten level), we met with the
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Sekwilda (Sekretaris Wilayah Daerah, the second highest
administrative officer at the kabupaten level), who immediately
wrote letters of introduction for us to the camats (highest
administrative officer at the kecamatan level) of Mambi,
Sumarorong, and Wonomulyo. As the camat of Mambi was in Polewali
at that time, we went to meet with him after lunch. He wanted to
write the letters of introduction to the kepa1a desas (highest
administrative officer at the desa level) in Mambi himself, but he
had to contact his office in Mambi via radio before he was able to
do so. We spent the rest of the day in Polewa1i.

Sept.~: The letters were ready about 10 a.m., and we left
immediately for Mambi, stopping briefly in Sumarorong, where we
left a letter for the camat. We arrived at Malabo at 4.15 p.m.
after an additional stop because of heavy rain, and then started
out on the very poor and slippery road from there to Mambi. After
a hard drive with several falls, we reached the village of Tondok
Bakaru just before dark. The kepa1a kampung (administrative head
at the village level) there kindly invited us to stay in his house
for the night, which we gladly accepted. We also took a word list
from him that evening. We asked about the condition of the road
from there to Mambi, but the answers were somewhat unclear and
conflicting.

Sept. ~ The trail was still quite muddy next morning, so
we first decided to leave our motorcycles there and walk in to
Mambi. We hired a horse to carry our baggage and set off. After
a short distance we met a man just coming from Mambi. He assured
us that the trail was in good condition all the'way, so we were
convinced to go back to get our motorcycles. But we did not get
far on our bikes before we realized otherwise. After 9 km and 2
hours of hard struggle, we decided to park the cycles again in the
village of Galung-Ga1ung. It took us about 3 hours to walk the
12-13 km from there to Mambi. In Mambi we stayed at the house
of Pak Rahman, a man we had met in Polewali who had invited us to
stay at his house. We were able to use this house as a base for
several of our trips the following days. When we arrived, we met
with Ken George, an American anthropologist who was staying in the
same house. He arranged for us to meet with the local police that
night and gave us helpful information about the linguistic
situation of the area. We were also able to get a wordlist from a
native Mamb1 speaker that evening.

Oct. 1: The police came to check our papers again, and in
the afternoon we got the permission to conduct the survey.
Meanwhile Ken George had asked us not to enter desa Bambang for
various reasons relating to his research work. When he was able
to provide a native Bambang informant (from the Rantepalado
village), we agreed to this and took our Bambang wordlist with
h~.
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Kecamatan Pop. Desa/Kelurahan Pop. Village surveyed Pop.
Mambi 31846 Buntumalangka 5416 Tampalopo 225

(Burnal) Saludadeko 311
Tabulahan 2404 Tabulahan 400

Periangan 225
Aralle 5341 Aralle 200
Bambang 5828 Rantepalado 600
Mambi 5586 Mambi 200*

Galung 100
Rantebulahan 3890 Keppe 445

Ga lung-Ga lung 200
Mehalaan 3381 Mehalaan 1000

Kondo 100

.Mamasa 30145 Sindagamanik 2124 Tondok Bakaru 860

Sumarorong 16061 Tadisi 2626 Sumarorong 500
Matangnga 2599 Matangnga 1000

Wonomulyo 76568 Tapango 4088 Tapango 535
Bulo 5125 Polliwa 500

Bulo Not reported
Karomban 90*

Notes:

Population figures for the kecamatans and desas/kelurahans are
taken from Kabupaten Polewali Mamasa Dalam Angka~. (Kantor
Statistik kabupaten Polmas). Population figures for the villages
are estimates given by our informants.

* Indicates reported number of households.
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Oct. 2: We walked to Mehalaan, 14 km - 3 1/2 hours' walk,
and did a wordlist and a sociolinguistic questionnaire there. We
were informed there that the dialect at Kondo, the southernmost
village of the desa, was quite different from that at Mehalaan.
Unfortunately, we had already arranged to go back to Mambi that
night, stopping for a wordlist and questionnaire at Keppe on our
way, so it was not possible to continue to Kondo then. We went on
to Keppe, completed our work there with the kepala desa, and got
back to Mambi at about 8 p.m.

Oct. l: We left Mambi for Galung, the westernmost village of
the kelurahan, with a guide in the morning. After 8 hours
including numerous stops and changes of guides in the villages
along the route, we finally reached our destination (actually only
16 km from Mambi). As the kepala kampung was not present, we were
received by the religious leader in the village, and we were able
to complete a wordlist that night.

Oct. 4: After we had also completed a questionnaire at
Galun~ w; returned to Mambi. This time we were able to do the
distance in about 5 hours. Having hired horses to take our
baggage, we immediately set off for Galung-Galung in the eastern
part of Rantebulahan, where we had parked our motorcycles. We
completed a wordlist with the kepala kampung there the same night
and decided to go on to Kondo the next day.

Oct. 5: Having completed a questionnaire in Galung-Galung,
we ser- off for Kondo, this time on our motorbikes. We had been
told that the trail from there to Mehalaan was quite good, which
proved to be true. We were able to drive the 15 km in about an
hour. We parked our motorcycles in Mehalaan, got our letter of
introduction from the kepala desa's office, walked the 18 km to
Kondo, and got a wordlist and a questionnaire there the same
night.

Q£!.~: We walked back to our motorcycles in Mehalaan and
drove the S4 km from there to Sumarorong. The stretch from
Mehalaan to Sika via Leko was reasonably good for motorcycles,
much better than the Mambi trail. Arriving at Sumarorong at about
8 p.m., we checked in with the head of the camat's office and
spent the night at a guesthouse nearby.

Oct. 7: The head of the camat's·office arranged for us to
meet -;Ith- a native Sumarorong speaker in the afternoon, and we
were able to get both a wordlist and a questionnaire filled 1n.
We were also able to make contact with some people from Matangnga
that evening, and arranged to come back next morning to do a
wordlist and a questionnaire with them.

Oct. 8: Having finished our work with the Matangnga people,
we dro;e down to Polewali, where we checked in with the kabupaten
police. We then went straight on to Wonomulyo, checked in with
the kecamatan police and the camat there and set off for Tapango
(on motorcycles) with a guide from the camat's office immediately
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after lunch. We got both a wordlist and a questionnaire filled in
with the help of the kepala desa there and went on to Polliwa in
Desa Bulo with the same guide. There we met with the kepala desa,
who also served as our informant. He had grown up in the nearby
village of Bulo, but claimed to be aware of all the dialect
differences between the two villages, so we actually made two
wordlists based on his information. The night was spent in his
house.

Oct. 9: Being somewhat uncertain about the accuracy of the
Polliwa-wordlist taken the night before, we checked it with a
native speaker from that village. Then we drove on to Karombang,
the most interior village of desa Bulo accessible by motorcycle.
Having completed a wordlist and a questionnaire there, we headed
back to Wonomulyo, checked out at the camat's office and the
police there, and drove back to Ujung Pandang that afternoon and
evenlng.

LAlIGDAGE ABALYSIS on llESULTS

Our survey objectives have basically been attained by a
comparison of the 14 wordlists we took in the area. To get the
overall picture of the language situation in the whole PUS area,
we have also included in our comparison the lists taken by Grimes
and Dawson and by Friberg and Kim on their survey trips to this
area. We have also included several lists taken by Grimes and
Dawson in the surrounding areas, i.e. the Mamasa, Pattae', and the
Balanipa and Malunda lists of the Mandar language. The 10
sociolinguistic questionaaires taken and informal questioning of
various people, have shed further light on the language situation.

The wordlist used was the same that was used by Friberg and
Kim and almost identical to the one used by Grimes and Dawson on
their PUS surveys. Of the 216 Indonesian words on the list, 16
were eliminated for the comparison, many because the words caused
confusion and were not answered satisfactorily. The cognate
decisions were made according to the inspection method (synchronic
approach). This means that the comparison was made on the basis
of present phonetic similarity, taking into consideration, of
course, features such as consistent correspondances, as for
instance between [h] and [w] and between [h] and [r] in various
dialects. The same method was used both by Grimes and Grimes and
by Friberg in their cognate decisions.

We also made our own cognate decisions on the lists
previously taken by Grimes and Dawson and by Friberg and Kim in
order to make sure that the same methods were applied to all lists
included in our comparison. Our cognate percentage calculations
turn out very similar to theirs, with an average deviation of only
+/- 1.4% from Grimes and Grimes' and + 2.7% from Friberg's
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Under 15%: Belong to different phyla
Over 15%: " " the same phylum

11 25%: " " It " superstock
" 45%: " " " " stock
" 60%: " " 11 " family
II 75%: " n 11 11 subfamily
" 80%: " " " " language

These levels, however, cannot be followed blindly when grouping
wordlists. Other factors must also be taken into consideration,
such as how the people in the area view the relatedness of their
language with those around them. To make more definite decisions
about language boundaries may require some intelligibility
testing.

In our grouping we have basically followed Grimes a~d Grimes'
80% limit in dividing up the languages. The Tondok Bakaru list,
however, we have chosen to group with Mamasa due to the fact that
this is clearly how the people there perceive the relatedness of
their dialect, although it also relates to the PUS lists at 80% or
above. Also the cognate percentage is somewhat higher with Mamasa
than with the PUS lists.

Mambi relates both to the Aralle-Tabulahan and the PUS lists
above 80%, but as it shows a somewhat higher lexical similarity
with" the former group (86% with Grimes and Grimes'
Ara11e-Tabu1ahan list), we have chosen to include Mambi as a
dialect of the Aral1e-Tabulahan language. It should not be
overlooked, however, that Mambi has a clear transitional position
between the Ara1le-Tabulahan and PUS languages.

The same can be said about Matangnga in relation to PUS and
Pannei. Despite its clear transitional position between the two,
we have chosen to include Matangnga as a dialect of PUS because of
its somewhat higher average lexical similarity with the PUS lists.

In establishing the PUS subfamily we have chosen to go down
from Grimes and Grimes' 75% limit to about 70%. There is a clear
chaining relationship between the languages grouped into this
family, and there is also a clear drop in cognate percentages
between this group and the Pattae' and Mandar languages.

As for the lists grouped under the Mamas a language, these
share a cognate average of about 79% with the PUS lists. It is
therefore well understandable that Salzner could group these
together in a Sa'dan group. Despite this we have chosen to follow
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calculations. On that basis we may conclude that our methods in
making the cognate decisions have been quite similar, although it
is evident that we have been somewhat more liberal than Friberg
and Kim in this respect.

Grimes and Grimes have grouped their word lists according to
the following hierarcy on the basis of shared cognate percentages:



Esser and Grimes and Grimes in separating the two. When the
Aralle-Tabulahan and Pannei languages are included in a PUS
subfamily, Mamasa definitely relates closer to the other languages
Gr~es and Gr~es list under the Toraja-Sa'dan subfamily than to
the PUS subfamily.

Gr~es and Gr~es do not clarify what cognate percentage they
have used to distinguish between dialects of one language. All
their word lists taken in the PUS area are listed as separate
dialects. As the highest cognate percentage between any of these
lists is 91%, we may conclude that they have considered anything
under that figure to be separate dialects. We have basically used
that same figure in separating the dialects. Due to the extensive
chaining pattern in this area, however, it is very difficult to
draw boundaries. Extensive intelligibility testing will have to
be undertaken in the area before firmer conclusions may be drawn.
As our survey did not include any testing of that kind, our
decisions with regard to the dialect boundaries must be considered
to be somewhat tentative.

Based on the criteria described above, the results of our
analysis are portrayed in the matrix of Table 2. These may be
summarized as follows:

Separated from the Toraja-Sa'dan subfamily to the north and
east and from the Pattae' and Mandar languages to the south and
west, we suggest a PUS subfamily of languages. This consists of
the PUS language, the Aralle-Tabulahan language, the Pannei
language, and probably at least one other language to the west of
these, represented by our wordlist from the village of Kondo. As
for the dialect divisions within these languages, we tentatively
suggest eight dialects within the PUS language (i.e. Bumal,
Issilita', Bambang Hulu, Salu Mukanan, Mehalaan, Pakkau, Pattae',
and Matangnga), three dialects within the Aralle-Tabulahan
language (i.e. Aralle, Tabulahan, and Mambi), and two dialects
within the Pannei language (i.e. Tapango and Bulo).

In the following paragraphs we will further explain these
conclusions.

Mambi and Matangnga's special pos1t10ns have already been
commented on above. Due to the extensive linguistic chaining in
the area, it is also difficult to group the other lists. The
picture is further complicated by the fact that we do not know
exactly what villages Grimes and Dawson's informants represented,
as their wordlists are only named after the desas (Bambang,
Rantebulahan, and Mehalaan). Also we were not able to check out
the villages in desa Bambang in person. (Our Rantepalado wordlist
(western Bambang) was obtained from an SMA student in Mambi).
According to Ken George and information obtained at Galung-Ga1ung
there are two dialects in desa Bambang, Issilita' (the western
part, including Rantepalado) (Losudabota, as our Rantepalado
informant called his dialect, is probably an alternate name for
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Table 2: Cognate Percentages and Grouping of Vordli8ts
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Kap2: LaD.guapa an4 dialects of kabapateaPol_li __ a
West-Central and Northern Section

Language boun~ary
Oialect boundary
I:ao. border
Village where wordlist has been taken
Other town
l.anguage namo
Name of dialect
Name of village and dialect
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Language Dia1ec t

PUS 22000 Buma1 5500
Issi1ita' } 6000
Bambang Hu1u
Sa1u MUkanan} 4000
Pakkau
Meha1aan 3500
Pattae' 500
Matangnga 2500

Ara11e-Tabu1ahan 12000 Ara11e 5500
Tabu1ahan 2500
Mambi 4000

Mamasa 50000 Sindagamanik 2000
Sumarorong 10-15000

? "Kondo" 500

Pannei 9000 Bu10 5000
Tapango 4000

Note:-
The figures above are estimates made on the basis of the
population figures given for the roughly corresponding
administrative units in table 1.

o
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Issi1ita') and Bambang Hu1u (or To Sa1u)(the eastern part). As
our Rantepalado word1ist relates to the GrLnes and Grimes' Bambang
list at only 90%, it is quite likely that these represent those
two different dialects. There are also cases of consistent
phonetic differences between the two lists. Thus the Bambang list
has [h] where the Rantepalado list has [r]. We have therefore
decided to follow what was reported about the language situation
in Bambang, splitting the desa up in two separate dialects.

The question still remains, however, how these dialects
relate to those to the north and to the south. According to
information obtained in Mambi and to some extent in Galung-Galung,
due to a former migration of people fr~m the south to the north in
this area, the villages in eastern Bambang share the same dialect
with those in the eastern part of Rantebulahan to the south and
with those in desa Bumal to the north. This is not evident from
our cognate percentage calculations, however. According to these
both the Rantepalado and the Bambang lists relate to those from
Bumal (Saludadeko and Tampa1opo) at only 90%, and to the
Ga lung-Galung list (eastern Rantebulahan) at 91%. This seems to
indicate that the two Bambang dialects may be distinguished from
both Bumal and eastern Rantebulahan.

As Saludadeko and Tampalopo relate to each other at 94%, it
would seem natural to group them into one Bumal dialect distinct
from the Bambang dialects. But as to eastern Rantebulahan the
picture is more obscure. Galung-Galung relates to our Meha1aan
list as high as 94% (92% with Grimes and Grimes' Mehalaan list,
which probably represents a village closer to Keppe). The two
Mehalaan lists relate to each other at only 90%. This would seem
to indicate that eastern Rantebulahan should be included with
Mehalaan rather than with eastern Bambang. However, if we take
some of the phonetic features into consideration, these seem to
point to the opposite conclusion. Thus the Galung-Galung list
groups with eastern Bambang in having [h] where Mehalaan has [r].
Also in Galung-Galung all final nasals are [m] as on the Bambang
list, while in Meha1aan they are [n]: or [n] , So this case
obviously needs to be further checked. First of all the word1ists
already taken ought to be double checked, adding missing synonYms,
for instance. More word1ists from the eastern part of Bambang
(assuming Grimes and Grimes' list is from that part) would
probably also shed further light on the situation. Meanwhile,
because of the incomplete and ambiguous data available and also
because of the fact that people at Ga1ung-Ga1ung gave a separate
name for their form of speech, Sa1u Mukanan, we have chosen to
call the form of ,speech in eastern Rantebulahan a separate
dialect. We have chosen to name this dialect Sa1u Mukanan, in
accordance with our Galung-Ga1ung informant.

Keppe relates to Grimes and Grimes' Rantebulahan list at 93%,
4% higher than to Galung-Galung and 3% higher than to Grimes and
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Gr~esf Mehalaan list. This,seems to indicate that the informant
for Grimes and Grimes' Rantebulahan list was from western
Rantebulahan and that this area forms a separate dialect. The
dialect split through desa Rantebulahan was also reported at
Keppe. The division corresponds to the division between
Christianity and Islam in this desa, going through the village of
Keppe. (Our wordlist was taken in the western, Muslim part of the
village.) In accordance with information given at Keppe, we have
chosen to call the dialect of western Rantebulahan Pakkau.

Galung, in the western part of kelurahan Mambi, relates
closest to the Grimes and Grimes' Rantebulahan list and our Keppe
list, 91% and 89% respectively. This further indicates that the
Grimes and Grimes' Rantebu1ahan list probably belongs to western
Rantebulahan, most likely to the area west of Keppe. Despite the
clear ties with western Rantebulahan, we have chosen to suggest a
separate dialect for the area of Ga1ung and to call it Pattae'
(not to be confused with the Pattae' language, also included in
our matrix) in accordance with the local people. According to
information obtained there, the dialect also includes the villages
of Salung and 5ambaho in the western part of kelurahan Mambi, as
well as the villages of Urekang and Pupenga across the border to
kabupaten Majene (in desa Ulumandak).

As illustrated in figure 1 below, there is a clear chaining
relationship between these dialects. All relate to the
neighboring dialects at 89-90%, while the extreme points in the
chain only relate at 84-85%.

Although included as a dialect of the PUS language, Matangnga
has not been included in the dialect chain of figure 1 as it -does
not seem to be in a clear chaining relationship with these other
dialects. But, as has already been pointed out, Matangnga forms
an important link between the PUS and Pannei languages.

Our matrix of cognate percentages also seems to point to some
kind of chaining relationship between Aral1e-Tabu1ahan, Kondo, and
Karombang. Thus the Kondo wordlist, as the central link, relates
to both the Karombang, ,Grimes and Grimes' Aral1e-Tabulahan, and
Friberg and Kim's Aralle wordlists at an average of 79%, while
these Aralle-Tabu1ahan lists relate to Karombang at an average of
only 15%. The close relationship between these western villages
of the area, together with the clear gap between these and the
Mandar dialects, indicates some kind of linguistic unity in this
intermediate area. This also corresponds with the information
obtained at Kondo and Galung.

At Kondo the residents told us that they were Umnigrants from
Lakese in desa Bulo and that they speak the same dialect as the
people in that village and Tanete (also in Bulo). Penatangan
(desa Bulo) and Tubbi (desa Tubbi, kecamatan Tuta1lu) were said to
share a closely related dialect. Interestingly, people at Kondo
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also called their language Pannei. This might be a further
indication of chaining in the area between Kondo and Karombang.

At Galung we were told that Bahasa Ulumandak is the same as
Pannei. This indicates that the same chain continues northwest
from Kondo into desa Ulumandak in Majene. Although different from
their dialect, people at Kondo claimed to understand Ulumandak.
According to information Friberg and Kim obtained at Aralle, the
people there also claim Ulumandak to be a closely related dialect.
This points to the continuation of the chain into the area of
Aralle.

To check all these claims and indications, investigation
needs to be undertaken in the desas of Ulumandak and Tubbi as well
as the northern part of desa Bulo. Meanwhile we have chosen to
separate Kondo from both the Pannei and the Aralle-Tabulahan
languages.

OUR FIllDIBGS COIIPAllED trIm mon OF THE I'OJlMD. SURVEYS
In the following we will briefly compare our conclusions with

those made by Grimes and Grimes and Friberg and Kim for this area,
pointing out' similarities and differences. Later we will
sUmmarize the new findings that have come of of our survey.

Bumal

Issilita'
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Si.ilarities
We have confirmed Grimes and Grimest classification of PUS as

distinct from both Mandar and Toraja Satdan. We have also
confirmed their observation that the PUS dialects relate to each
other in a complex pattern of interrelationships, mainly by the
feature of chaining. As far as the actual dialects are concerned,
Meha1aan is the only one that we both list with the same name as a
dialect of PUS. The other dialects they list, we have either
grouped outside of the PUS language or divided up as two dialects
with different names.

We have confirmed the existence of a Tapango dialect, but
have not included it within the PUS language, rather as a dialect
of Pannei. As far as Ulunda is concerned, we think that what the
Grimes and Grimes really refer to is the U1umandak dialect spoken
across the border to Majene. According to present information
this dialect may not be classified as a dialect of PUS. It
therefore appears that the PUS dialect we found in the western
part of kelurahan Mambi, Pattaet, has until now been overlooked.

With Friberg and Kim we agree with separating out Periangan
from the PUS language. Concerning Aralle-Tabulahan they say that
they are in serious doubt as to whether this area can be
considered a dialect of PUS due to the low cognate percentages
with the other PUS dialects (except Mambi). We have acted on this
doubt in suggesting a separate Aralle-Tabulahan language.
Regarding the internal relationship between Aralle and Tabulahan,
we agree with Friberg and Kim in describing them as close but
separate dialects. Whether they may be reduced to one dialect, as
they have indicated, still remains to be proved. The same is the
case with regard to the Bumal and Bambang dialects and the
Rantebulahan and Mehalaan dialects, of which both sets show an
internal cognate relationship of about the same level (i.e.
89-90%).

Although Friberg and Kim did not take any wordlist ~n Mambi
itself, they observed that Mambi is not closely related to any of
the other dialects of the PUS area. Ours and Grimes and Grimes'
wordlists from Mambi confirm that. The closest relationship is
with the Aralle dialect at 86%.

Differences
As already indicated, our conclusions differ to some extent

with those of the former surveys as to which dialects should be
included within the PUS language and as to how the dialect
divisions within PUS should be made.

Contrary to Grimes and Grimes we have separated out Aralle,
Tabu1ahan, Mambi, and Tapango, classifying the former three as
dialects of a separate Aralle-Tabulahan language, and the latter
as a dialect of the Pannei language. As already noted, we have
found a new dialect, Pattae', in the western part of kelurahan
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Mambi and explained Ulunda as referring to Ulumandak ~n Majene.
Their Bambang dialect we have divided into three dialects, Bumal,
Issilita', and Bambang Hulu. Rantebulahan we have divided into
two dialects, Pakkau and Salu Mukanan.

As they did not obtain any wordlists from Bambang,
Rantebulahan, and Mehalaan, Friberg and Kim only suggest a
possible configuration for these areas. They talk about a
Bumal-Bambang related set of dialects and a Rantebulahan-Mehalaan
related. set, without mentioning anything about dialect chaining.
Our findings do not support this grouping. According to our data
the border between Bambang and Rantebulahan (eastern part) is no
more clear than the borders between the other adjacent links in
the dialect chain we have suggested. As Figure 1 shows, there is
a continuous chaining all the way from Bumal to Pattae', each
dialect relating to the adjacent dialects at about 90%. Thus,
rather than to related sets of dialects, the current data point to
a series of separate dialects in a Chaining relationship to each
other. Due to lack of data Friberg and Kim also were not aware of
the dialect division within desa Bambang and the division between
the eastern and western part of Rantebulahan. Although it may be
possible to combine some of the dialects after intelligibility
testing, our eight PUS dialec~s are not likely to be reduced to
the three postulated by Friberg.

Hew Findings
The new findings resulting from our survey can be summarized

as follows:
- Two dialects, Issilita' and Bambang Hulu, within desa

Bambang.
Two dialects, Pakkau and Salu Mukanan within desa
Rantebulahan.
A separate PUS dialect, Matangnga, in the western part
of kecamatan Sumarorong.
A separate PUS dialect, Pattae', in the western part of
kelurahan Mambi (assuming that Ulumandak is what Grimes
and Grimes "mean by Ulunda)."
A separate language to the south of PUS, Pannei, of
which Tapango is a dialect.
A speech form, represented by at least the village of
Kondo, sufficiently .different from all of the other
languages in the area not to be included with any of
them, thus indicating at least one other language in the
area southwest of PUS.
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PRESENT RESIDUES - FOlUiWl URBCIl

We have already referred to several difficulties still
needing investigation in order to arrive at firmer conclusions
regarding some aspects. These may be summed up as follows:

We are somewhat uncertain as to whether eastern
Rantebulahan (Salu Mukanan) should be classified as a separate
dialect or grouped with Mehalaan or with Bambang Hulu. To shed
further light on this more word lists should be obtained from
eastern Bambang (taken within the area), and the Galung-Galung
list should be further checked for synonyms.

- We are unsure where the language boundaries of the language
represented by Kondo are, we do not know the precise extent of the
Pannei language, and we are generally unsure about the linguistic
situation in the area between PUS and Mandar (desa Tubbi and the
northern part of desa Rulo in Polewali Mamasa and desa Ulumandak
in Majene). A linguistic investigation of this area is needed to
answer these questions.

We are somewhat unsure of the necessity for establishing
eight different PUS dialects. In order to check this, extensive
intelligibility testing needs to be undertaken, especially between
the dialects included in the chain of Figure 1. The same is true
with regard to the dialects of the Ara1le-Tabulahan and Pannei
languages.

- We are not sure how the Tabang area, a member of the former
PUS federation, relates linguistically. A wordlist sho~ld be
taken there and be compared with both the PUS, Aralle-Tabulahan,
and Mamasa languages.

LARGUAGE USAGE

As we did not do intelligibility or bilingualism testing or
any extensive observation of language use, the following comments
are based on what was reported to us as we filled ~n our
questionnaires and on casual observation.

Throughout the area visited, Indonesian is claimed to be
known and used in addition to the local language. Only in a
couple of places our informants told us that their knowledge of
Indonesian was limited, and in one village (Karombang), although
not told so, this was obviously the case. How widespread the
knowledge of Indonesian is within the various villages needs to be
further tested, especially as our informants were all adult
males, most of them having some official position and/or a
reasonable education. At several places the parents of our
informants were reported not to know Indonesian. Obviously the
introduction of schools, even in the most remote areas, has
changed the situation a lot.
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At several places languages of larger neighboring groups
such as Mandar, Bugis, and Mamasa were claimed to be known. In
most eases it was stated that this was an acquired language
ability due to frequent contact with these areas, and that the
languages were not mutually intelligible.

With regard to claims of usage it was universally claimed
that the local language is the one normally used within the
family. Also when working in the rice fields, rebuking other
people, holding traditional feasts, or telling traditional
stories, the local language is the one used. At places such as
government offices and health and religious centers both
Indonesian and the local language are used in most cases. In some
of the less isolated areas, however, only Indonesian is reported
to be used at these places.

We may safely conclude that the local languages play an
important role in the daily lives of the people in this area.
Further investigation needs to be done to establish the extent of
the Indonesian knowledge in its various communities.

RDlILIRGUlsnc IRPOKMATIOR

Although with regard to the linguistic situation we have
sought to give an overview of the whole area by also including
data from the previous surveys, apart from the historical section,
we will concentrate on the particular areas we visited for the
following information. A lot of similar information for the
northern part of PUS can be found in Friberg's survey report.

History
Some historical information is available in the books Mamas a ,

Da1am Informasi, -Sejarah, -Budaya, -Parawisata by Arianus
Mandadung (1982) and Ungkapan Sejarah dan Budaya di Kabupaten
Polewali-Mamasa,' Su1-Se1 Seri:· "Alt

2 (Daerah Kondosapata'/-
Mamasa) by Abd. Azis Samar and .Arianus Mandadung (1979). The
following is a short summary of this information.

According to tradition the forefather of the people in the
area, Pongka Padang, moved from Toraja and settled in the
Tabulahan area some time in the distant past. He and his seven
descendants later spread to all the places that eventually became
members of the PUS federation. In this early period there were
relatively frequent conflicts and fighting between the various
villages as well as with the surrounding peoples. Probably due to
the evident destructive effects of this fighting and increasing
pressure from outside the area, the formerly mentioned
sociopolitical federation was established between Tabulahan,
AraIle, Mambi, Bambang, Rantebulahan, Matangnga, and Tabang. Each
member in the federation was assigned specific tasks or roles.
This relatively united federation proved quite effective,
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remaining more or less intact until the Dutch took over the
administration of the area. It was not formally broken up at that
time either, but naturally lost most of its power and influence.

Under the Dutch the PUS-Mamasa area was made a subdivision of
the Mandar administrative area, with the subdivision government
situated at Mamasa. This area was further divided up into three
subdistricts, of which Tabulahan, Aralle, Mambi, Bambang,
Rantebulahan, and Matangnga formed one, administered from Mambi.

After the Dutch rule Mamasa (including PUS) continued to be
part of a Mandar administrative area until 1959. Then this area
was divided up into three kabupatens, i.e. Polewali Mamas a
(Po1mas), Majene, and Mamuju. The former Mamasa subdistrict was
divided into four kecamatans, i.e. Mamas a , Pana (northeast of
Mamasa), Sumarorong, and Mambi.

Geography
As with the north visited by Friberg and Kim, the southern

part of the PUS area is basically rugged and mountainous. The
only level areas of any size are the rice fields around Mambi,
Keppe, and Meha1aan. Towards the western and southern part of
kecamatan Mambi the elevation declines, but the landscape is still
very rugged, so rugged that rice paddies are a rare sight. On the
road into the PUS area from Malabo, the highest point to be passed
is on the border between Mambi and Mamasa kecamatans. From that
point there is a continuous descent both to the west and the
southwest. All the rivers to the west of this point are branches
of the Mapili river, draining towards the south. Apart from the
cultivated areas around the villages and a few outlying dry-field
areas, most of the area is covered with forest.

The area we visited in kecamatan Wonomulyo to the south has
quite a different geography. This area is just off the coastal
plain, so there are no real mountains. In Tapango there are only
relatively small hills; in desa Bulo it gets somewhat more rugged
and the forest gets thicker.

Econoay
Subsistence farming is the livelihood of most people in the

southern region of PUS, rice being the most important crop. Wet
field cultivation dominates where there are sufficiently level
areas. Due to the lack of such areas towards the western and
southernmost parts of kecamatan Mambi, dry field cultivation is
common there. Cassava is also a common crop in those areas.
Otherwise various kinds of vegetables are commonly grown
throughout the region. Coffee seems to be the most common cash
crop, usually being sold to traders at the Mambi or Galung-Galung
markets by those in kecamatan Mambi. Some rattan and other wood
products are sold. Basic food supplements, clothing, and var~ous
tools are bought with the cash. Meat seems to be rare in the
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diet; dried fish ~s more common, usually bought at the local
markets.

Education
Most of the villages in the area (even isolated ones like

Botteng and Kondo) have primary schools (SD). Mambi and
reportedly Leko also have SMPs (secondary schools), and an SMA
(high school) has recently been opened in Mambi. In the coastal
area there are SMAs in Po1ewa1i and Wonomulyo. These are also
attended by many students from kecamatan Hambi, especially from
its southern parts. The educational facilities in the area must
be considered relatively good.

Religion
The area is divided between Christianity and Islam.

Christianity is the dominant religion in desa Bambang and the
eastern part of desa Rantebulahan. The boundary between
Christianity and Islam in Rantebulahan goes through the village of
Keppe, the eastern part being Christian and the western part
Muslim. In kelurahan Mambi the majority is Muslim; all the
villages west of Mambi village are predominantly Muslim. In desa
Meha1aan there seems to be a more equal distribution of Muslims
and Christians, possibly with a majority of Christians. But the
villages in the southern part of the desa are predominantly
Muslim. Desa Matangnga was also reported to be Muslim, Sumarorong
is predominantly Christian, while the areas visited in kecamatan
Wonomulyo to the south are all Muslim.

The church in the PUS area is part of the Gereja
Toraja-:-Mamasa denomination. The Christian community, therefore,
looks to Mamas a for spiritual direction, while the Muslim
community looks to the coastal area.

Health
Generally health seems to be good throughout the area. In

addition to the clinic in Mambi there were reported to be health
centers in the villages of Mehalaan, Matangnga, and Sumarorong.
In kecamatan Wonomulyo the people go to the town of Wonomulyo for
health care. Thus, there are health facilities within a few hours
reach for everybody in the area we visited.

Co unication
The main markets of the central and southern parts of

kecamatan Mambi are located in the villages of Mambi and
Galung-Galung. So there is frequent travel between these and the
other villages of the area. The traffic is especially heavy to
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and from Mambi, which is also the governmental and educational
center of the area. People also seem to travel to Malabo, Mamasa ,
and the coastal towns quite frequently. People in Matangnga and
the southern part of Mehalaan especially seem to be more oriented
towards the coastal area. They usually travel straight south to
Tapango, while those further north prefer to follow the road via
Malabo.

The road from Malabo to Mambi was still 1n very poor
condition. Unless extensive repair work is undertaken, it is not
even recommended for motorcycles, although with much effort it is
passable most of the way. The trail from Sika via Leko and
Mehalaan to Keppe was considerably better suited for motorcycles
than the main road to Mambi, so if one is able to make it to Sika,
that route is a better alternative.

In general the trails in the area are best suited for walking
or horse riding, which is how most people travel there. Some of
the trails to the more remote villages are not even recommended
for horse riding.

All the villages visited in kecamatan Wonomulyo are
accessible by road good enough even for cars. A new road,
eventually intended to reach Mambi, 1S presently under
construction northwards from Po1liwa. There are also plans for
improving the road between Malabo and Mambi.

Construction of an airstrip in the central or southern parts
of kecamatan Mambi would be very difficult due to its ruggedness.
The only areas sufficiently level would be the rice fields around
the villages of Mambi and Keppe, but destroying the fields for
such a purpose would be unthinkable. Also these areas are within
a day's walk or horse ride from the vehicular road at Malabo.
Building an airstrip would also be very unwise in view of the fact
that a new road into the area and an improvement of the present
one is being planned.

CORCLUSIOR
Although there are still several unsolved problems and

uncertainties with regard to the language situation in the PUS
area, we nevertheless feel we have attained our major goal for the
survey and the ensuing analysis, i.e. to reach an overall picture
of the language situation in pus.

Disregarding the Tabang area and fringe villages such as
Periangan and Kondo, we have concluded that two languages are
spoken in the area traditionally named Pitu U1unna Salu. We have
chosen to call these languages Pitu Ulunna Salu and
Aralle-Tabulahan. We have suggested eight dialects within the PUS
language and three within the Ara11e-Tabulahan language.
Furthermore, we have shown that those languages are distinct from
those of the adjacent areas to the north (represented by the
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Periangan wordlist), to the east (Kamasa), to the south (Pattae',
Pannei, and the language represented by the village of Kondo) and
from the coastal Mandar dialects. Finally we have suggested a PUS
subfamily of languages including PUS, Aralle-Tabulahan, Pannei,
and probably one language in the area between these and Mandar.

Within the PUS area, therefore, we see an immediate need for
two linguistic field programs. An additional program is needed
for the Pannei language to the south and probably at least one
more in the area between PUS and Mandar.


